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I believe the statement below to be true and correct to the best of my ability. Some information
in the Motion has been redacted.
I’ve watched Captain Greene’s story unfold right before my very eyes for almost 2 ½ years. I’ve
also been directly involved in his case(s) with Brown. I’ve seen the untrue and derogatory emails
perpetrated against Captain Greene by management. UPS despises any employee that stands up
to them and they will do whatever it takes to remove that employee from their property; short of
murder. Sounds harsh, right? But the intentional destruction of his career and livelihood is like
the killing of a man.
Captain Greene exercised his federal right to Freedom of Speech when he spoke to a UPS
manager about a union/management signature card effort. UPS didn’t like what he had to say so
they pulled out their brown cauldron and stirred in some obedient managers in an attempt to end
a man's career.
Most despicable and damning was the email written by a UPS manager in 2011 wanting too;
make an example out of him to send a message to the pilots union (IPA)…
“I recommend we take what ever measures to change his behavior up to and including
termination. This is our opportunity to send a clear message to Captain Greene and the
association this behavior will not be tolerated."
"and the association" - UPS did what they said they were going to do and Captain Greene took
the fall for his brothers and sisters while the membership engaged in idle gossip and vicious
rumors.
In 2013, UPS Worldport Security Representative, Jennifer Robbins wrote in an email:
“Just so you know, Roger [Quinn] and I are on the same page that we should bring Greene
back in to ask a few more questions and then determinate him due to; creating a hostile work
environment, dishonesty and retaliation."
Determinate? It looks like UPS management intended on terminating Captain Greene prior to
his so-called non-retaliatory fact-finding hearing. Every person deposed (and I was there for the
latest round of depositions) testified that Captain Greene DID NOT create a hostile work
environment. It was UPS Representative Robbins, that created the hostile work environment by
accusing Captain Greene of “violent acts” as an excuse to retaliate, solicit crew member
statements and “determinate” his employment and silence his voice once and for all.
It wasn’t enough for UPS henchwoman Jennifer Robbins to accuse Captain Greene of “violent
acts” but she couldn’t identify one person that believed Captain Greene had actually committed a

“violent act.” NOT ONE. Pages 69 through 71 is probably my favorite part of the Motion
because I personally witnessed her delusional, twisted, aberrant behavior during her deposition.
During her one-sided investigation(s), Robbins did not seek out or interview any pilots that were
favorable to Captain Greene. She purposely omitted anyone that may have shed a good light on
his good name. She is one of the Dark Ones. Yes Robbins, I’m talking to YOU, you evil
servant of darkness.
And let’s not forget that UPS submitted thousands of pages of so-called evidence (document
dump) less than 24 hours prior to his arbitration. The Arbitrator, the IPA and his attorney stood
silent allowing the arbitration to go forth. Arbitrator Winograd denied Captain Greene his due
process rights according to federal law. The arbitration should have been postponed until Captain
Greene and his attorney had been given the opportunity to go over every single piece of
evidence. A blatant contract violation committed by a cabal of tyrants.
And then there were false statements from union brothers against Captain Greene. One pilot in
particular declared that Captain Greene said or did things he did not say or do. The audio speaks
for itself. Everyone should listen to this audio and then read this pilots sworn statement(s). Even
though UPS has the truth in their possession they have refused to correct or amend the false
statements and have purposely used those false statements to sustain their on-going lies. The
courts have allowed this criminal fraud to go unpunished.
After Captain Greene reported management misconduct he became a target. Management
referred to him as a “special performer”. UPS created the very actions that UPS alleged of
Captain Greene; they created a hostile work environment, they were dishonest and they
definitely retaliated against Captain Greene for exposing their criminal activities.
Captain Greene and I have someone in common, UPS Attorney Tony Coleman. Coleman is one
of UPS’ prized possessions; a black blot riding on the brown coattail, an arrogant peacock. An
anti-human organism tasked with destroying the lives of others. You can read about Coleman in
Dark Brown Lies.
"Subsequently, and as a last resort, Captain Greene was forced to become a
WHISTLEBLOWER in an attempt to enforce [airline] safety and security concerns that were
being ignored by United Parcel Service."
From what I've seen, this is Extreme Workplace Violence on steroids, its EPIC. First they falsely
accuse Captain Greene of harassment and violent acts, then when they were caught in their own
UPS lies they resorted to fraud by abusing the intent of the FAA Airman medical process by
unjustifiably targeting a healthy Airman’s medical.
UPS denied Captain Greene his “right to counsel” when they refused to allow his attorney on
company property. Captain Greene was forced to attend a hearing without his lawyer.

Basically it boils down to this: UPS claimed that Captain Greene was insubordinate because he
refused to attend an unlawful and unwarranted medical exam designed to target his Airman’s
medical.
In actuality: UPS’ Company paid AME, Doctor Illig, refused to see Captain Greene because
she was terrified of a lawsuit. UPS did not reschedule Captain Greene with another AME before
they made a decision to end his career. And so: "Captain Greene was terminated for refusing to
see an AME that refused to see him." That’s not JUSTICE, that’s CRIMINAL
RACKETEERING.
United Parcel Service Is Not the company they claim to be. Whistleblowers will be punished!!
If you want to know what a highly decorated military record looks like then look no further than
the distinguished record of Captain Greene. His military record makes me proud to be a veteran
and I am honored to be his friend.
All inquiries on behalf of Captain Greene’s defense may be submitted to the following dedicated
E-Mail address: Email Captain Greene, discover the truth behind the UPS lies.
EndUPSWorkPlaceViolence@hotmail.com
Sincerely,
Debbie Simpson
author of Dark Brown Lies
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